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Abstract—Due to the widespread popularity of social media,
researchers have developed a strong interest in learning the
personalized image aesthetics of online users. Personalized im-
age aesthetics assessment (PIAA) aims to study the aesthetic
preferences of individual users for images, which should be
affected by the properties of both users and images. Existing
PIAA approaches usually use the generic aesthetics learned
from images as a prior model and adapt it to PIAA models
through a small number of data annotated by individual users.
However, the prior model merely learns the objective attributes
of images, which is agnostic to the subjective attributes of
users, complicating efficient learning of the personalized image
aesthetics of individual users. Therefore, we propose a person-
alized image aesthetics assessment method that integrates the
subjective attributes of users and objective attributes of images
simultaneously. To characterize these two attributes jointly, an
attribute extraction module is introduced to learn users’ per-
sonality traits and image aesthetic attributes. Then, an aesthetic
prior model is built from numerous individual users’ annotated
data, which leverages the personality traits of users and the
aesthetic attributes of rated images as prior knowledge to model
both the image aesthetic distribution and users’ residual scores
relative to generic aesthetics simultaneously. Finally, a PIAA
model is obtained by fine-tuning the aesthetic prior model with
an individual user’s annotated data. Experiments demonstrate
that the proposed method is superior to existing PIAA methods
in learning individual users’ personalized image aesthetics.

Index Terms—Personalized image aesthetics assessment, aes-
thetic attributes, personality traits, aesthetic prior model, aes-
thetic preferences

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the past decade, the prevalence of mobile devices has
prompted an increasing number of people to consume,

entertain and learn on social media. To engage potential
users, many social media platforms (e.g. Facebook, Flickr,
and Instagram) usually leverage beautiful images to meet
their visual demands. Consequently, the advancement of social
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media is a fundamental issue in understanding users’ aesthetic
perception of images and automatically assess image aesthetics
perceived by users. Recently, image aesthetics assessment
(IAA) has received extensive attention in computer vision
and multimedia communities [1] and is extremely valuable in
promoting the development of many applications, e.g. image
enhancement [2], [3], photo recommendation [4], product
retrieval [5], album management [6] and UI design [7].

IAA is a challenging task in that people’s aesthetic prefer-
ences for images are inherently subjective, which complicates
effective quantification [8]. Previous IAA approaches mainly
focus on most people’s aesthetic experience of images and
primarily employ general photography rules [9] for generic
IAA (GIAA) models, which can convert the image aesthetics
perceived by most people into two categories (high-quality or
low-quality) [10]–[14] or a quality score [15]–[17]. Howev-
er, since different people usually have diversified tastes for
images, early GIAA models cannot thoroughly describe the
image aesthetics of people with different subjectivity [18].
Therefore, recent GIAA models mainly focus on aesthetic
distribution prediction [19]–[22], which can infer the aesthetic
distribution of images rated by multiple users. While the
aesthetic distribution of images can reveal users’ subjectivity
in visual aesthetics to a certain extent, it only characterizes
their aesthetic experience from the perspective of images,
which cannot be directly applied to “user-centred” applica-
tion scenarios, such as personalized consumption [23] and
personalized image enhancement [24]. Thus, very recently,
a few personalized IAA (PIAA) models have been proposed
for learning the personalized image aesthetics of individual
users [25]–[30].

PIAA learns an individual user’s aesthetic evaluation of
images, that is, a PIAA model needs to be built for each
user [25]. Hence, the PIAA task is to train a PIAA model
through a set of images annotated by a user. In the PIAA task,
the greatest challenge is that a user usually annotates only a
small number of images, which is insufficient to directly train
an efficient PIAA model based on a deep network [30]. There-
fore, existing PIAA methods mainly take the generic image
aesthetics rated by a large number of users as a prior model
and utilize a small amount of annotated data to fine-tune it for
modeling individual users’ personalized image aesthetics [26]–
[30]. However, the prior model is learned from the objective
attributes extracted from images and is unable to acquire
users’ subjective attributes. The subjective attributes of users
(e.g., age, gender, emotion, and personality) are the inherent
factors that determine their unique aesthetic experience for
images [18], [31], which can influence their different aesthetic
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Fig. 1. Two example images and relevant attributes from the FLICKR-AES
database [25], together with the aesthetic scores and corresponding average
scores rated by five users. The range of scores is between 1 and 5. The higher
the scores, the higher the aesthetics of images.

preferences for the objective attributes of images (e.g. light,
color, and composition) [25]. Therefore, transferring the prior
model to an effective PIAA model without considering the
subjective attributes of users is difficult.

To address the above issue, one possible solution is to jointly
characterize users’ aesthetic preferences for images from both
the subjective attributes of users [31] and the objective at-
tributes of images [15] when learning the aesthetic prior model
for PIAA. For example, Fig. 1 shows two example images and
some relevant attributes from the FLICKR-AES database [25],
together with the aesthetic scores and corresponding average
scores rated by five users. The scores range from 1 to 5,
with higher scores corresponding to higher image aesthetics.
The figure shows that the average score of Fig. 1(a) is higher
than that of Fig. 1(b). The underlying reason is that Fig. 1(a)
has better objective attributes than Fig. 1(b), which causes
Fig. 1(a) to receive higher aesthetic ratings from most users.
In addition, the aesthetic ratings of different users for the same
image are quite inconsistent, possibly because the aesthetic
preferences of individual users are also affected by their own
subjective attributes [31]. Therefore, the objective attributes
of images are common aesthetic rules, which can be used to
measure the generic image aesthetics of most people [15], and
the subjective attributes of users are the critical factors that
determine the difference between their personalized aesthetic
preferences and generic image aesthetics [31].

Inspired by the above facts, we propose a personalized im-
age aesthetics assessment approach that integrates subjective
and objective attributes from the perspective of both users
and images. To obtain the subjective attributes of users, it
is necessary to make use of the stable psychological char-
acteristics that influence people’s visual aesthetic preferences.
Recently, some studies have shown that personality traits [32]
can be used to stably quantify the subjective attributes of
users in their visual aesthetic preferences [31], [33], [34].
That is to say, users’ personality traits are closely related
to their aesthetic preferences for images. For example, an

extrovert tends to assign high aesthetic ratings to images
with outdoor scenes, while an open person prefers artistic
pictures [35]. Consequently, personality traits can be adopted
to measure users’ subjective attributes in our work. Moreover,
the objective attributes of images can be measured by aesthetic
attributes, such as the rule of thirds, depth of field, and color
harmony [15], [16].

To leverage personality traits and aesthetic attributes to
characterize users and images, respectively, an attribute ex-
traction module is introduced for modeling the personality
traits of users from a set of liked images and learning the
aesthetic attributes of images simultaneously. Then, we embed
users’ personality traits and the aesthetic attributes of the rated
images into an aesthetic prior model from extensive users’
PIAA tasks. In the aesthetic prior model, the generic aesthetics
of images and the aesthetic differences among different users
can be efficiently learned from the attributes of both users
and images. For the PIAA task of a target user, the prior
model would be easily adapted to a more efficient PIAA model
by extracting the user’s personality traits and image aesthetic
attributes. In summary, the main contributions of the proposed
method are threefold:

• We explore users’ personalized aesthetic preferences for
images from the perspective of both users and images.
Based on the PIAA tasks of numerous users, an efficient
aesthetic prior model is learned by embedding the sub-
jective attributes of users and the objective attributes of
rated images.

• We design an attribute extraction module that can predict
users’ personality traits and image aesthetic attributes si-
multaneously, where users’ personality traits are inferred
from a set of their rated images.

• We propose a PIAA method that can be easily adapted
from our aesthetic prior model. Experimental results on
several PIAA databases demonstrate that the proposed
method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art PI-
AA models.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II provides a brief review of related works about PIAA
methods. Section III presents the detail of the proposed
PIAA model. The experimental results and visual analysis on
several PIAA databases are given in Section IV. Finally, the
conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

This section reviews some works related to our PIAA
method that is achieved from the subjective attributes of users
(personality traits) and the objective attributes of images (aes-
thetic attributes). Section II-A introduces some PIAA models,
especially the PIAA models based on aesthetic attributes. In
Section II-B, we briefly review several representative methods
for image-based personality prediction.

A. Personalized Image Aesthetics Assessment

IAA utilizes a computational model to simulate human
visual aesthetic experience and automatically assigns aesthetic
scores to images [36]. To date, some efforts have achieved
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remarkable progress on the GIAA model, which can be divided
into three tasks: binary classification [10]–[13], score regres-
sion [15], [16] and distribution prediction [19]–[22]. Due to the
aesthetic subjectivity of people [18], the above tasks only infer
aesthetics from the perspective of images, which are difficult
to meet the personalized aesthetic preferences of individual
users [37]. Consequently, increasing attention has been given
to the PIAA model for a specific user in recent years [25]–[30].
Since collecting a large number of images annotated by a spe-
cific user is difficult, existing methods usually use the trained
GIAA model as prior knowledge and transfer this knowledge
to obtain the PIAA model [38], which can be divided into
three categories, i.e., user interaction-based approaches [26],
[39], collaborative filtering-based approaches [27], [40], and
aesthetic difference-based approaches [25], [28]–[30].

In the user interaction-based approach, Lv et al. [26] pro-
posed a personalized image aesthetic ranking model, which
extracted user-preferred images from a GIAA database through
a retrieval method and used several aesthetic attributes of
these images to characterize their visual aesthetic preferences.
This method strictly relies on users’ online interactions. In
the collaborative filtering-based approach, Wang et al. [27]
first designed a convolutional neural network (CNN) with
user-image relationship coding to train the GIAA model.
Then, a collaborative matrix was used to analyze the aesthetic
correlation among different users and extract the PIAA model
for a specific user. Nevertheless, one user may have a huge
aesthetic difference from other users, which is not suitable to
build an effective collaborative matrix.

Recently, the aesthetic difference-based PIAA approach has
received increasing attention. Ren et al. [25] found that users’
aesthetic preferences are closely related to image contents and
aesthetic attributes. Based on the GIAA model, several image
contents and aesthetic attributes were used to model the aes-
thetic difference between a user’s personalized scores and the
generic scores of images. Wang et al. [28] proposed a PIAA
model via a meta-learning framework, which can learn the
aesthetic difference between the generic score of an image and
the personalized score of a specific user. Li et al. [29] proposed
a method to model the aesthetic difference between image
generic scores and users’ personalized scores by using the
personality traits of users who like images. Nevertheless, this
approach is unable to acquire the personality traits of users in
the PIAA task. Zhu et al. [30] leveraged deep meta-learning to
integrate the aesthetic differences between different users from
a large number of PIAA tasks into a prior model. However,
all these approaches only characterize the aesthetic differences
between various users by extracting the objective attributes in
images, which is agnostic to the subjective attributes of users
in their visual aesthetics. Hence, existing PIAA models cannot
leverage users’ subjective attributes to explicitly learn prior
knowledge of their aesthetic preferences for images. With this
problem, a feasible strategy is to capture both the subjective
attributes of users and the objective attributes of images and
fuse them into learning users’ personalized image aesthetics.

B. Personality Prediction

In personality psychology, the Big-Five (BF) personality
traits are one of the most influential models, which can be
computed by users’ behavioral cues externalized on social
networks [41]. The BF personality traits are composed of
five dimensions: Openness (tendency to be artistic, curious
and imaginative), Conscientiousness (tendency to be respon-
sible, organized and trustworthy), Extraversion (tendency to
be positive, energetic, outgoing and talkative), Agreeableness
(tendency to be appreciative, kind, generous and tolerant)
and Neuroticism (tendency to be anxious, depressed, sensitive
and unstable) [42]. In recent years, significant progress has
been achieved in modeling users’ BF personality traits [43]
based on a set of their liked images [34], [35], [44], [45].
In [34], Segalin et al. proposed the PsychoFlickr database,
which contains 60,000 liked images from 300 users on the
Flickr website (200 images per user). Then, the BF person-
ality traits of each user were obtained through the BIF-10
questionnaire and measured by five dimensions of openness,
conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroti-
cism [43]. Earlier methods mainly used LASSO or SVM
to model users’ BF personality traits by extracting the low-
level and high-level features of their preferred images [34],
[44]. Recently, Zhu et al. [35] extracted the scene probability
distribution of liked images based on a deep framework and
used LASSO to predict users’ personality traits. Recently,
an end-to-end weakly supervised dual convolutional network
has shown better performance by learning users’ personality
traits through a set of their liked images [45]. As shown by
the above image-based personality prediction methods, users’
aesthetic preferences are reflected in their liked images, which
can be used to predict the BF personality traits that reveal
their stable aesthetic subjectivity [31]. With this concept, we
employ BF personality traits as the subjective attributes of
users, which can be inferred by conveying their rated images
into the personality prediction model.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

This section details the proposed PIAA approach by fusing
users’ personality traits and image aesthetic attributes. In this
way, the proposed PIAA model can effectively learn the
personalized image aesthetics of users from the subjective
attributes of users and the objective attributes of images,
which is termed PIAA-SOA. An overview of our PIAA-SOA
framework is shown in Fig. 2, which consists of three parts:
an attribute extraction module, an aesthetic prior model, and
a personalized aesthetics model. In the first part, users’ BF
personality traits (subjective attributes) and image aesthetic
attributes (objective attributes) can be extracted simultaneous-
ly. In the second part, we leverage users’ personality traits
and image aesthetic attributes to jointly learn both aesthetic
distribution and residual scores. In the third part, a target
user’s PIAA model is obtained by fine-tuning the prior model
with a small number of annotated images. In the following
subsections, we elaborate on these three parts.
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Fig. 2. An overview of the proposed PIAA-SOA framework, which contains three parts: an attribute extraction module, an aesthetic prior model, and a
personalized aesthetics model. In the first part, users’ personality traits and image aesthetic attributes can be extracted simultaneously. In the second part, we
leverage users’ personality traits and image aesthetic attributes to jointly learn both aesthetic distribution and residual scores. In the third part, a target user’s
PIAA model is obtained by fine-tuning the prior model with a small number of annotated images.

A. Attribute Extraction Module

Since we expect that our model can extract both the
subjective attributes of users and the objective attributes of
rated images simultaneously, an attribute extraction module is
designed for the subsequent prior model. Inspired by multi-
task learning [46], we utilize a shared convolutional neural
network (CNN) and two multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) to
implement the proposed attribute extraction module, which is
shown on the left side of Fig. 2. Specifically, the shared CNN
is a popular deep network pre-trained on ImageNet [47], which
can map an image x to the hidden features d and is formulated
as

d = fθ(x), (1)

where θ denotes the parameters of the shared CNN fθ. Then,
we leverage two multi-layer perceptrons MLPθo and MLPθs
to further map the hidden features d to the predicted objective
attributes ô and subjective attributes ŝ respectively, which is
defined as

ô =MLPθo(d), ŝ =MLPθs(d), (2)

where θo and θs represent the parameters of MLPθo and
MLPθs respectively, which are composed of two linear layers
and a PReLU activation function. While objective attributes
can be inferred from an image [15], the subjective attributes
of users need to be mapped from a set of liked images [34].
Hence, the proposed attribute extraction module is jointly
trained with the aesthetic attribute database [15] and the
personality prediction database [34].

In this module, we assume that Daes = {xi,oi}Na
i=1 and

Dper = {Duj
, sj}

Np

i=j denote the aesthetic attribute database
and the personality prediction database, respectively, where
oi and sj represent the labeled aesthetic attributes of image
xi (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., Na) and the collected personality traits of
user uj (j = 1, 2, 3, ..., Np). Duj = {xji}

Nuj

i=1 indicates the
subset with Nuj images liked by the user uj . Based on these
two databases, we use the l2 loss function to optimize the
parameters θ, θo and θs of the attribute extraction module,

which is defined as

La =
1

Na

Na∑
i=1

(oi − ôi)
2 +

1

Np

Np∑
j=1

(sj − ŝj)
2, (3)

where ôi and ŝj represent the predicted aesthetic attributes of
image xi and the predicted personality traits of user uj , which
can be computed by

ôi =MLPθo(fθ(xi)), (4)

ŝj =
1

Nuj

Nuj∑
i=1

MLPθs(fθ(x
j
i )). (5)

In this manner, the attribute extraction module is obtained
through joint training of Daes and Dper and can simultane-
ously predict a user’s BF personality traits from a set of liked
images and extract the predicted aesthetic attributes of these
images.

B. Aesthetic Prior Model

After attribute extraction, we need to capture users’ person-
ality traits and the aesthetic attributes of images, which can
provide effective prior knowledge for the learning personalized
image aesthetics of users. Consequently, we can refine the
prior model from extensive individual users’ personalized
image aesthetic evaluation of images. Compared with the
previous methods [25]–[30], the proposed method can embed
subjective and objective attributes from the perspective of
both users and images into the prior model, which explicitly
characterizes the inherent factors that cause users’ aesthetic
preferences for images. In view of this, the PIAA of each
user in the personalized image aesthetics database is regarded
as an independent task and we obtain a large number of PIAA
tasks for learning the aesthetic prior model, which is shown
in the middle of Fig. 2.

In this model, we denote Dprior = {Di}ni=1 as
the personalized image aesthetics database, where Di =
{xi,j , yi,j ,di,j}mj=1 represents the subset of the i-th user’s
PIAA task, where yi,j and di,j indicate the i-th user’s per-
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sonalized score and the aesthetic distribution of the j-th rated
image, respectively. Specifically, we fed all images of the
subset Di into the trained attribute extraction module, which
takes the form

ôi,j =MLPθo(fθ(xi,j)), ŝi,j =MLPθs(fθ(xi,j)), (6)

where ôi,j and ŝi,j denote the predicted aesthetic attributes
of the j-th image rated by the i-th user and the predicted
personality traits of users who like the image. To obtain
the personality traits of the i-th user, we leverage the user’s
personalized score to weight the personality traits inferred
from all m images, which is defined as

ŝi =
1

m

m∑
j=1

(
2(yi,j − ymedi )

ymaxi − ymini

ŝi,j

)
, (7)

where ymaxi , ymedi , and ymini represent the maximum, median
and minimum values of the i-th user’s personalized scores. In
this way, we leverage users’ personalized scores on images
to transform image-level personality traits predicted by the
attribute extraction module into user-level personality traits.

As mentioned above, aesthetic attributes determine the
generic aesthetics of images (distribution), and the differ-
ence between users’ personalized aesthetics and the generic
aesthetics of images (residual score) is affected by both their
personality traits and image aesthetic attributes. Since the input
and output of the proposed aesthetic prior model are both one-
dimensional feature vectors, two fully connected (FC) layers
FCθd and FCθr are used to predict aesthetic distribution d̂i,j
and residual score r̂i,j respectively, which is formulated as

d̂i,j = FCθd(ôi,j), r̂i,j = FCθr (ŝi ⊗ ôi,j), (8)

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product, and θd and θr represent the
parameters of FCθd and FCθr respectively. Considering that
the sum of aesthetic distribution is 1, FCθd contains two linear
layers and a Softmax activation function. In contrast, since the
residual score is a numerical value, FCθr is composed of two
linear layers and a PReLU activation function. Then, we adopt
the l2 loss function to optimize the parameters θr and θd of
the proposed prior model, which is defined as

Lp =
1

n

1

m

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

((di,j − d̂i,j)
2 + (ri,j − r̂i,j)2), (9)

where ri,j represents the residual score between the i-th user’s
personalized score and the generic score of the j-th image,
which can be computed by

ri,j = yi,j −mean(di,j), (10)

where mean(·) indicates the average operation on the aesthetic
distribution di,j .

In this way, the proposed prior model can be trained by
iteratively sampling the PIAA task of each user in Dprior,
which can firmly learn the prior knowledge that affects users’
aesthetic preferences on images from both the personality traits
of users and the aesthetic attributes of images simultaneously.
The prior model can not only output the aesthetic distribution
of images but also leverage users’ subjective attributes to

predict the residual scores of their personalized aesthetics
relative to the generic aesthetics of images.

Algorithm 1 The proposed PIAA-SOA model

Input: Aesthetic attribute database Daes = {xi,oi}Na
i=1, per-

sonality prediction database Dper = {Duj
, sj}

Np

i=j , per-
sonalized image aesthetics database Dprior = {Di}ni=1,
training set of a target user’s PIAA task Dt = {xi, yi}mt

i=1

Output: A PIAA model of the target user
1: Initialize all the parameters of the proposed model;
2: /? Attribute Extraction Module ?/

3: for iteration = 1, 2, ... do
4: Sample a batch of k images from Daes, and Nuj liked

images of the user uj from Dper;
5: for j = 1, 2, ..., Np do
6: Output image aesthetic attributes {ôi}ki=1 and us-

er’s personality traits ŝj by using fθ, MLPθo and MLPθs ;
7: Update θ, θo and θs with the loss function La;
8: end for
9: end for

10: /? Aesthetic Prior Model ?/

11: for iteration = 1, 2, ... do
12: Sample a user’s subset Di from Dprior;
13: for i = 1, 2, ..., n do
14: Compute the i-th user’s personality traits ŝi and

the aesthetic attributes ôi,j of the j-th image;
15: Output image aesthetic distribution di,j and resid-

ual score ri,j by using FCθd and FCθr ;
16: Update θd and θr with the loss function Lp;
17: end for
18: end for
19: /? Personalized Aesthetics Model ?/

20: Compute a target user’s personality traits ŝ and image
aesthetic attributes ôi ;

21: Compute aesthetic distribution d̂i and residual score r̂i;
22: Output personalized score ŷi by using FCθt ;
23: Update θt with the loss function Lt;
24: Obtain the target user’s PIAA model.

C. Personalized Aesthetics Model

Since only a small number of images annotated by a target
user can be obtained, we use these data to fine-tune the prior
model to obtain the target user’s PIAA model, which is shown
on the right side of Fig. 2. We assume that Dt = {xi, yi}mt

i=1

denotes the training set of a target user’s PIAA task, where
yi represents the user’s personalized aesthetic score of image
xi, and mt is the number of annotated images. For the i-th
image rated by the user, aesthetic attributes ôi and personality
traits ŝi can be predicted from the trained attribute extraction
module, which takes the form

ôi =MLPθo(fθ(xi)), ŝi =MLPθs(fθ(xi)). (11)
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Particularly, we use {ŝi}mt
i=1 of all mt images to calculate the

user’s personality traits in the following form

ŝ =
1

mt

mt∑
i=1

(
2(yi − ymed)
ymax − ymin

ŝi

)
, (12)

where ymax, ymed, and ymin represent the maximum, median
and minimum values of the user’s personalized scores. Then,
the aesthetic distribution and residual score of the i-th image
can be predicted from the trained prior model

d̂i = FCθd(ôi), r̂i = FCθr (ŝ⊗ ôi). (13)

Finally, the user’s predicted personalized score for the i-th
image can be obtained by fusing the residual score r̂i and
aesthetic distribution d̂i, which is defined as

ŷi = r̂i + FCθt(d̂i), (14)

where θt represents the parameters of the linear layer FCθt ,
and it can be optimized by the following l2 loss function

Lt =
1

mt

mt∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)2. (15)

In the fine-tuning process, FCθt can automatically fuse
the aesthetic distribution and residual scores into personalized
scores through the learning of a few parameters θt. By fine-
tuning the model parameters θt, we finally obtain a PIAA
model that can simulate the user’s personalized aesthetics for
images. In summary, the whole optimization process of our
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In our approach, we first use an aesthetic attribute database
(AADB [15]) and a personality prediction database (Psy-
choFlickr [34]) to train the attribute extraction module. Then,
the PIAA tasks of users in the training set of the FLICKR-AES
database [25] are adopted to learn the aesthetic prior model.
Finally, the PIAA model of a user is obtained by fine-tuning
with the user’s PIAA task in the testing set of the FLICKR-
AES database and the REAL-CUR database [25].

A. Databases

The AADB database [15] collected 10,000 images eval-
uated by a total of 190 users. In addition to the aesthetic
score, each image in this database also received 11 aesthetic
attributes annotated by at least 5 users: balancing element,
color harmony, interesting content, depth of field, good light-
ing, motion blur, object emphasis, repetition, rule of thirds,
symmetry, and vivid color. The ranges of aesthetic scores and
aesthetic attributes are [1, 5] and [-1, 1], respectively, and the
higher the value is, the higher the aesthetics of images. Hence,
we can use 11 aesthetic attributes of images in the AADB as
the objective attribute labels to train the proposed attribute
extraction module.

The PsychoFlickr database [34] collected 60,000 images
liked by 300 users on the Flickr website, and each user had 200
liked images. Each user’s BF personality traits, Openness (O),
Conscientiousness (C), Extroversion (E), Agreeableness (A),

and Neuroticism (N), were obtained by the BIF-10 question-
naire [43]. The BF personality traits range from -4 to 4, and a
higher value indicates stronger personality traits. Therefore,
users’ BF personality traits can be used as the subjective
attribute labels of their liked images to train the proposed
attribute extraction module.

The FLICKR-AES database [25] collected 40,000 images
evaluated by a total of 210 users. Among them, 35,263 images
rated by 173 users were used as the training set, and the rest
of the 4,737 images rated by 37 users were used as the testing
set. The range of aesthetic scores is [1, 5], and the higher
the value, the higher the aesthetics of images. Hence, we can
leverage 173 users’ PIAA tasks in the training set to train the
aesthetic prior model. In the testing set, the number of images
rated by each user is in the range of 110 and 190. Then, the
PIAA task of a user in the testing set is used to fine-tune the
prior model to obtain the PIAA model that can automatically
predict this user’s personalized aesthetic score for images.

The REAL-CUR database [25] collected personal photo
albums of 14 users and their aesthetic ratings on images in
their albums. The number of images in these users’ photo
albums is in the range of 197 to 222. The range of aesthetic
ratings is [1, 5], and a higher value corresponds to higher
image aesthetics. Therefore, the PIAA model of each user
can be obtained by fine-tuning the prior model trained on the
training set of the FLICKR-AES database. This database can
verify the performance of a user’s PIAA model when only a
few annotated images are available in real scenarios.

B. Experimental Settings
1) Implementation Details: In the proposed framework,

ResNet18 [48] and Inception-v3 [49] are used as the shared
CNN that is pre-trained on ImageNet [47]. MLPθo consists of
two linear layers with 512 nodes and 11 nodes, and MLPθs
consists of two linear layers with 512 nodes and 5 nodes.
The two linear layers of FCθd contain 64 nodes and 5 nodes,
and the two linear layers of FCθr contain 64 nodes and 1
node. The linear layer FCθt is composed of 5 nodes. All the
parameters of these linear layers are randomly initialized. In
the attribute extraction module, we set the learning rates of the
shared CNN and linear layers to 1e−5 and 1e−3, respectively.
The batch of k images and Nuj

liked images are set to 100
and 200, respectively. In the aesthetic prior model, the learning
rate of FCθd and FCθr is set to 1e−3. In the PIAA model for
a specific user, we set the learning rate of FCθt to 1e− 5. In
our experiment, the maximum, median, and minimum values
of users’ personalized scores are 5, 3, and 1, respectively. In
the training of the attribute extraction module and the aesthetic
prior model, the total number of epochs is 100. In the fine-
tuning of a PIAA model, we set the number of epochs to 50.
All the learning rates drop to a factor of 0.5 after every 10
epochs. We adopt Adam [50] to optimize the parameters of
our model, which is implemented based on PyTorch [51] and
a machine with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti.

2) Compared Methods: At present, several PIAA method-
s [25], [26], [28]–[30], [40] have released their testing results
on public PIAA databases. We compare the proposed PIAA-
SOA with these six representative PIAA methods, which
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Fig. 3. Evaluation results (ρ) of 37 testing users on the FLICKR-AES database [25] by using the prior model and PIAA model of BLG-PIAA [30] and
PIAA-SOA. The green and blue bars show the testing results of BLG-PIAA, and the orange and red bars show the testing results of PIAA-SOA.

TABLE I
COMPARISON RESULTS (AVERAGE ρ) OF THE PROPOSED PIAA-SOA AND

THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON THE FLICKR-AES DATABASE.

Method 10 images 100 images

FPMF (attribute) [40] 0.511±0.004 0.516±0.003
FPMF (content) [40] 0.512±0.002 0.516±0.010

FPMF (content and attribute) [40] 0.513±0.003 0.524±0.007

USAR PPR [26] 0.521±0.002 0.544±0.007
USAR PAD [26] 0.520±0.003 0.537±0.003

USAR PPR&PAD [26] 0.525±0.004 0.552±0.015

PAM (attribute) [25] 0.518±0.003 0.539±0.013
PAM (content) [25] 0.515±0.004 0.535±0.017

PAM (content and attribute) [25] 0.520±0.003 0.553±0.012
Wang et al. [28] 0.522±0.005 0.562±0.015

PA IAA [29] 0.543±0.003 0.639±0.011
BLG-PIAA [30] 0.561±0.005 0.669±0.013

PIAA-SOA 0.618±0.006 0.691±0.015

include a collaborative filtering-based approach (FPMF [40]),
a user interaction-based approach (USAR [26]) and four
aesthetic difference-based approaches (PAM [25], Wang et
al. [28], PA IAA [29] and BLG-PIAA [30]).

3) Evaluation Criterion: Since people’s aesthetic evalua-
tion of images is relatively subjective, the ranking correlation
between predicted aesthetic scores and ground-truth aesthetic
scores is an effective evaluation criterion [25], [26]. There-
fore, the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (ρ) is
employed to evaluate the performance of PIAA models. The
values of ρ range from -1 to 1, and better PIAA methods
should have larger values of ρ.

C. Performance Evaluation on PIAA Models

To evaluate the performance of our PIAA-SOA model for
learning the personalized image aesthetics of individual users,
we compare PIAA-SOA with six state-of-the-art PIAA meth-
ods on 37 testing users of the FLICKR-AES database [25].

For each user, mt annotated images are used to fine-tune
the aesthetic prior model to obtain a PIAA model. For a fair
comparison with the reported results of existing methods [25],
[26], [28]–[30], mt is set to 10 and 100 in this experiment.
To avoid random bias, we perform 50 repeated experiments
and report the average results and the corresponding standard
deviation for each user.

In Table I, we average the results (ρ) of 37 testing users
in the FLICKR-AES database and list the comparison results
(average ρ) of the proposed PIAA-SOA and the state-of-
the-art methods, where the best results are shown in bold.
In this experiment, we adopt ResNet18 [48] as the shared
CNN of our model. As shown in the table, our PIAA-SOA
method significantly outperforms the collaborative filtering-
based method (FPMF [40]) and the user interaction-based
method (USAR [26]), possibly because our method can ex-
plicitly infer users’ subjective attributes by merely using their
aesthetic ratings on images without redundant user interac-
tions and aesthetic correlation calculations among different
users. Compared with four aesthetic difference-based meth-
ods (PAM [25], Wang et al. [28], PA IAA [29] and BLG-
PIAA [30]), our method also yields superior performance
in learning individual users’ personalized image aesthetics,
indicating that our method can embed the personality traits of
users and the aesthetic attributes of images into the proposed
aesthetic prior model by learning the PIAA tasks of extensive
users, which is more efficient than learning the aesthetic prior
model only from the objective attributes of images.

To further verify whether the proposed PIAA-SOA model
can effectively learn the personalized image aesthetics of each
user, we compare the proposed PIAA-SOA with the modern
advanced BLG-PIAA [30] and evaluate the prior model and
PIAA model (mt = 100) of these two methods. In our prior
model, the average result of the image aesthetic distribution
is used as the predicted aesthetic score. Fig. 3 shows the
evaluation results of 37 testing users in terms of ρ. From the
figure, we observe that the proposed PIAA-SOA is superior
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Fig. 4. Two users’ BF personality traits and image aesthetic attributes predicted by the proposed attribute extraction module. The two users are from the
training set of the FLICKR-AES database [25]. Besides, two images rated by each user and the corresponding personalized scores are also shown. (a) User
#1. (b) User #2.

to BLG-PIAA in both the prior model and the PIAA model
for most users (21 out of 37). Specifically, our prior model
can achieve better performance than BLG-PIAA for each user
(0.598 versus 0.540), which demonstrates the effectiveness of
fusing the personality traits of users and the aesthetic attributes
of images in the proposed prior model. In addition, when
the proposed PIAA-SOA model is fine-tuned on users’ small
amount of personalized data, the increase of average ρ for 37
testing users is about 0.093 (from 0.598 to 0.691). This proves
that our prior model can be easily adapted to an effective PIAA
model for individual users.

D. Effectiveness of Attribute Extraction Module

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed attribute extrac-
tion module in capturing users’ personality traits and image
aesthetic attributes, Fig. 4 shows the qualitative results of
two example users in the training set of the FLICKR-AES
database [25]. The predicted BF personality traits of these two
users can be obtained by Eq. 7, which are normalized into
the range [−1, 1]. In addition, two images rated by each user
and the corresponding predicted aesthetic attributes are also
shown. As shown in the figure, User #1 is a person with high
extroversion and agreeableness. Hence, he has higher aesthetic
scores for images with interesting content and harmonious
color. In contrast, he tends to assign lower aesthetic scores
to images with monotonous content and color. User #2 is
a neurotic person and prefers images with dark and quiet
scenes. As a result, he has lower aesthetic scores for bright and
colorful images. The results on the attribute extraction module
have shown good performance in characterizing the subjective
attributes of individual users and the objective attributes of
their rated images, which will provide solid knowledge to learn
the aesthetic prior model.

Based on the above analysis, users’ personality traits may
have a strong correlation with their preferred image aesthetic
attributes. To further explore the relationship between users’

O C E A N
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Symmetry 0.7912 0.8436 0.6361 0.8177 -0.6625

Vivid Color 0.5323 0.6241 0.7674 0.6714 -0.5255

Fig. 5. The ranking correlation (ρ) in each dimension of BF personality
traits and 11 aesthetic attributes on the training set of the FLICKR-AES
database [25]. The red background shows a positive ranking correlation, and
the green background shows a negative ranking correlation.

subjective attributes and image objective attributes, we conduct
a quantitative correlation analysis from the perspective of
users. Similar to Eq. 7, we utilize all the images rated by a user
to calculate his preferred aesthetic attributes. Particularly, the
i-th user preferred image aesthetic attributes ôi are formulated
as

ôi =
1

m

m∑
i=1

(
2(yi,j − ymedi )

ymaxi − ymini

ôi,j

)
, (16)

where m denotes the number of images in the subset of a
user’s PIAA task, and ymaxi , ymedi , and ymini represent the
maximum, median and minimum values of the i-th user’s
personalized scores. Based on the trained attribute extraction
module, we leverage ρ to investigate the ranking correlation
in each dimension of BF personality traits and 11 aesthetic
attributes.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON RESULTS (AVERAGE ρ) OF OUR PIAA-SOA, PA IAA AND

BLG-PIAA ON TESTING USERS IN THE AADB AND REAL-CUR
DATABASES.

Database Method 10 images 100 images

AADB
PA IAA [29] 0.469±0.002 0.524±0.006

BLG-PIAA [30] 0.486±0.004 0.536±0.006
PIAA-SOA 0.509±0.003 0.557±0.007

REAL-CUR
PA IAA [29] 0.443±0.004 0.562±0.013

BLG-PIAA [30] 0.448±0.007 0.578±0.015
PIAA-SOA 0.487±0.006 0.589±0.014

Fig. 5 shows the experimental results for 173 training users
in the FLICKR-AES database [25]. From the figure, most
of the aesthetic attributes preferred by users have a strong
correlation with their BF personality traits. The aesthetic
attributes preferred by users with high neuroticism are opposite
to those of users with other high personality traits. Specifi-
cally, neuroticism is negatively correlated with most aesthetic
attributes, and the other four personality traits are positively
correlated with most aesthetic attributes, which confirms the
qualitative experimental results in Fig. 4. Therefore, users’
aesthetic preferences for images are determined by both their
personality traits and image aesthetic attributes, and the stable
correlation between the subjective and objective attributes is
explicit prior knowledge that can be learned in our aesthetic
prior model.

E. Cross Database Evaluation

To validate the generalization performance of our prior
model learned from the FLICKR-AES database [25], we
conduct a cross-database evaluation on the testing users of
AADB [15] and REAL-CUR [25]. Although AADB is an
aesthetic attribute database, it can be used to evaluate the
performance of PIAA methods because it also provides users’
identity information. Similar to the FLICKR-AES database,
we select users whose number of annotated images ranges
from 110 to 200 for model testing and obtain a total of 22 users
in the AADB database. For each testing user in AADB and
REAL-CUR, we randomly use mt annotated images to fine-
tune the prior model trained on the FLICKR-AES database.
In this experiment, we set mt to 10 and 100. To avoid bias,
the average results and the corresponding standard deviation
of 50 repeated experiments are reported. Since only the source
codes of PA IAA [29] and BLG-PIAA [30] are available to
us, we compare PIAA-SOA with these two methods under the
above experimental settings. We average the results (ρ) of all
testing users in each database and summarize the comparison
results of these three methods in Table II. For each database,
the best results are shown in bold. The figure shows that our
method outperforms the other two methods on both databases.
Specifically, the test results of our prior model (PIAA-SOA)
on AADB and REAL-CUR are 0.476 and 0.461, respectively.
When only 10 annotated images are adopted to fine-tune the
prior model, the average ρ of our PIAA-SOA model for all
testing users has a certain improvement (0.033 for AADB and

TABLE III
ABLATION STUDY RESULTS (AVERAGE ρ) OF THE PROPOSED MODEL ON

THE FLICKR-AES DATABASE.

Backbone Model 10 images 100 images

ResNet18

PIAA-SOA w/o attr 0.542±0.003 0.618±0.011
PIAA-SOA w/o trait 0.534±0.004 0.612±0.009

PIAA-SOA w/o residual 0.566±0.003 0.639±0.012
PIAA-SOA w/o fusion 0.609±0.005 0.680±0.014

PIAA-SOA 0.618±0.006 0.691±0.015

Inception-
v3

PIAA-SOA w/o attr 0.538±0.005 0.621±0.009
PIAA-SOA w/o trait 0.522±0.003 0.609±0.010

PIAA-SOA w/o residual 0.569±0.004 0.634±0.011
PIAA-SOA w/o fusion 0.602±0.006 0.676±0.013

PIAA-SOA 0.611±0.005 0.688±0.017

0.026 for REAL-CUR), indicating that the prior model of our
PIAA-SOA can be used as more generalized prior knowledge
for learning the personalized image aesthetics of users. In
particular, the experimental results on REAL-CUR show that
our method can provide reliable prior knowledge for learning
a user’s PIAA model in practical applications.

F. Ablation Study

In this section, we perform an ablation study to verify
the contribution of each module in our model for learning
the personalized image aesthetics of individual users. In the
attribute extraction module, we remove the aesthetic attributes
branch (PIAA-SOA w/o attr) and the personality traits branch
(PIAA-SOA w/o trait). In the aesthetic prior model, we replace
the distribution and residual scores with personalized scores,
which is called “PIAA-SOA w/o residual”. In the personalized
aesthetics model, we remove the fusion module and directly
fine-tune the prior model (PIAA-SOA w/o fusion). In addi-
tion, we adopt two backbone networks (ResNet18 [48] and
Inception-v3 [49]) to conduct these ablation experiments on
the FLICKR-AES database [25] and summarize the tested
results in Table III, where the best result on each backbone is
highlighted in bold font.

As shown in Table III, the full version of our PIAA-
SOA model yields the best evaluation performance on both
backbone networks. PIAA-SOA outperforms “PIAA-SOA w/o
attr” and “PIAA-SOA w/o trait” by a large margin, which
indicates that aesthetic attributes and personality traits can
effectively characterize the objective attribute of images and
the subjective attribute of users in our PIAA model. When
the learning of distribution and residual scores is replaced by
only learning personalized scores (PIAA-SOA w/o residual),
the performance of our model is also degraded, demonstrating
that the aesthetic differences among different users can be
effectively modeled by the personality traits of users and the
aesthetic attributes of images. Compared with “PIAA-SOA
w/o fusion”, PIAA-SOA also achieves slight performance im-
provement, which illustrates the effectiveness of automatically
fusing the distribution and residual score when fine-tuning
the prior model with a small amount of annotated data from
users. In summary, each of the above modules contributes to
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Fig. 6. Example results of our PIAA-SOA model on three testing users from the FLICKR-AES, AADB, and REAL-CUR databases. The left side shows the
predicted BF personality traits of each user, which are normalized into the range [-1, 1]. The predicted 11 aesthetic attributes are shown on the right side of
each image. The personalized aesthetic scores rated by users and the predicted aesthetic scores of our prior model and PIAA model are shown below each
image.

the proposed model, and ResNet18 is used as the backbone
network in our experiments.

G. Visual Analysis

To further show the effectiveness of our method and how
the proposed PIAA-SOA model works, we introduce a visual
experiment on three testing users from the FLICKR-AES,
AADB, and REAL-CUR databases. In the experiment, 100
images (mt = 100) annotated by each testing user are used to
obtain the PIAA model. Example results of our PIAA-SOA
model on the three users are shown in Fig. 6. As shown
in the figure, the attribute extraction module can effectively
predict users’ personality traits and the aesthetic attributes
of images. For the three users, the aesthetic score predicted
by the PIAA model is more accurate than that predicted by
the prior model, indicating that the proposed prior model is
fine-tuned with a small amount of annotated data to obtain
a more precise PIAA model for a user. In particular, the

dominant traits of the user in Fig. 6(a) are high extroversion
and low neuroticism, and he tends to assign a higher aesthetic
score to the image with bright and colorful outdoor scenes.
In contrast, he thinks that the image with bad light is not
beautiful. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the user is a person with high
conscientiousness and low neuroticism, which shows that he is
orderly and cautious and prefers the image with symmetry and
repetition. Fig. 6(c) shows that the user is an open, friendly,
and introverted person, indicating that he assigns a higher
aesthetic rating to the natural image with colorful, pleasant,
and interesting content. Consequently, he does not like the
image with serious and boring content. As shown by the
above visual analysis, our PIAA model leverages the stable
correlation between the subjective attributes of users and the
objective attributes of images as prior knowledge to effectively
learn the personalized image aesthetics of individual users.
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V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a personalized image aesthetics
assessment model based on subjective and objective attributes
(PIAA-SOA). Different from existing PIAA models, the pro-
posed PIAA-SOA model can characterize the subjective and
objective attributes that determine image aesthetics from the
perspective of both users and images simultaneously. The
proposed attribute extraction module has demonstrated its
effectiveness in capturing the aesthetic attributes of images
and the BF personality traits of users. Based on the PIAA
tasks of extensive users, our method effectively embeds the
stable correlation between users’ personality traits and the
aesthetic attributes of their rated images into the aesthetic prior
model. Consequently, when a specific user can provide only a
small number of annotated images, the proposed aesthetic prior
model can be easily adapted to the PIAA model that conforms
to the personalized image aesthetics of the user. Extensive
experimental results and visual analysis have shown that the
proposed PIAA-SOA model can not only effectively extract
the subjective attributes of users and the objective attributes
of images in visual aesthetics, but is also efficient in learning
users’ personalized image aesthetics.

Although our method has made significant progress in
learning the personalized image aesthetics of users, the overall
evaluation performance is still moderate (the ranking corre-
lation coefficient on the FLICKR-AES database is 0.691).
This is mainly because the subjective attributes that affect
users’ aesthetic preferences are complex, and more subjective
attributes besides personality traits need to be considered
(e.g. emotion, gender, age, and cultural background). For
example, a user’s transience emotion may change his original
aesthetic experience [52]. Besides, the personality traits of
users captured by our method strictly rely on a small amount
of their annotated aesthetic data, which will make the obtained
personality traits unstable. In view of this, it is necessary to
consider more subjective attributes that affect users’ visual
aesthetics in the PIAA model. To obtain stable subjective
attributes of users, there is an urgent need to develop more PI-
AA databases that incorporate diversified subjective attributes
annotated by individual users in future work.
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